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II.-DERIVATIVES OF THE ROOT bAh(y)- 'TO 
STRIKE; BIND'. 

i. To announce that one and the same root exhibits nearly 
opposite meanings, virtual countersenses, is likely again to pro- 
voke the hostility of surprise. Not a few times before now (e. g. 
in AJP. 26, I77, 183, 185, I89, 194, 202; TAPA. 37, 8 [4r, 33 
peg> <tie]; JAOS. 27, 4I2-4I3; Cl. Quart. i, Ig) I have 
commented on the contrast groups split> <splice and stick 
(i. e. pierce)> <stitch, and so far as the semantic problem 
broached has provoked comment the comment has taken the 
form of the easy, impatient sneer of those who do not take the 
trouble to read, much less to weigh, evidence. The evidence 
for this contrast association-group' is, however, irrefragable, 
and I return to a question I raised long ago, viz: Whether 
metaphor is not the permanent factor in Language (Cl. Rev. 
13, 400). This problem I begin to conceive almost physio- 
logically, and I ask myself whether, when the generations of 
neolithic man had conceived of sewing as a pierce-bind process, 
there was not some physiological record of this conception left 
behind in the brain convolutions, a record transmitted to a 
bronze age posterity, transmissible since to all the sons of men. 
And yet there is no need to materialize the metaphor, for stitch- 
ing has always remained a pierce-bind process. But I do not 
mean now to marshall the evidence for the general proposition 
stated in the diagrams stick> <stich, split> <splice,2 but will 

I I add to former examples given in the citations above such instances as 
(oartpli rptaOei4 (= girdle pegged> bound, in Sophocles), and Od. Ir, 228 
(ap. AJP. 3I, 421, fn. 2). In the language of magic, conversely, Karad6w 

(contrasting with Lat. defigo) is used of pegging down the tabellae defixionis 
(see Jevons in Anthropology and the Classics, p. o09). 

2As regards this general semantic problem, cf. Eng. clips, defined in a 
pocket dictionary by " cuts with shears, curtails-embraces". On these 
definitions Stormonth remarks: " The two preceding entries [cuts, em- 
braces] are connected in sense and etymology, because the ideas clasping, 
grasping and cutting are clearly interchangeable, and derivable the one from 
the other". MEng. girden I gurden means (I) 'to enclose, bind round', (2) 
' to strike, cut '. 
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proceed to exhibit particular instances, now by restudying the 
root bhe(y)- (AJP. 26. I79, 14) in some of its derivatives. 

i 01-Xof, 01-Xvpa, q--p,dof. 
2. I would define Q;-Xor by quasi' con-iunctus', cf. Skr. bdndhl-u-s 

'amicus, necessarius'.' Both the 'linden-tree' and the 'bast' 
derived therefrom-bast is found in the pile-dwellings, ard v as 
used as twine or cordage in that remote antiquity (see Schrader, 
Reallex. p. 841)-are designated by f)-Xvpa (q,Xpn,) [tauto- 
logical, quasi 'bind-strip', with -Xvpa: Lat. lI-rum 'thong', 
2l-ra 'strap' (Fay, AJP. 26, 172)]. 

The Lt-io'V or ' 
muzzle-strap' also designated a bast-like mate- 

rial, I take it, and Aristophanes used q,Poc, of tying a halter about 
a man's neck [cf. ? 25, fn.]; cf. fi-lum 'thread', fJu-nis (ai 
from oy) 'rope', felix/filix 'fern' (named from its filaments), 
Germ. bilsen (Kraut), a plant used in exorcising (i. e. 'bind- 
ing') evil spirits. The f)irXq, a cooking pan in Homer, may have 
succeeded a woven or bark cooking vessel (cf. Ir. rdsc ' rinde; 
gefiss auls rinde, korb; cortex'; and see Walde, s. v. cortina). 
If Germ. bil meant 'lenis' (see Prellwitz, s. v. fiXor) the primary 
sense was 'flexible, pliable', and we may talk of a secondary 
root bhi-l-. But bil- seems rather first to have meant 'i u s t u s' 
(cf. Paul, Wtbch., s. v. billig)-which belongs to Skr. yduti 
'binds' (vide auct. ap. Walde cit.). This explanation is also 
valid for W/eich-bild 'Stadt-bezirk' or, as we say in English, 
'bounds' or 'confines' of a town (cf. Lat. fi-nes 'bounds' ?)- 
unless Weich-bild first meant 'urbana iurisdictio'. Both these 
senses of bil- are found in Celtic, cf. Ir. bil 'good' (i. e. 'iustus') 
and bil (stem bili- or bilio-) 'rand' (i. e. 'border, binding, 
boundary' cf. xi below = ? 28). All this amounts to pretty solid 
evidence for a stem bhil- quasi 'iunctum', cf. Skr. yukti-m 

I This reminds me that long ago, in a spirit not altogether of levity, I 
sought to explain Lat. filia by 'spinster' (Cl. Rev. 13, 400). It now seems to 
me seriously worth while to connect filius with fijLoc, even at the cost of 
questioning the relation between filius and the Umbrian "sucking pigs" 
(feliuf sif). If the root was bhe(y)-, an Italic stem feilio- is quite allowable, 
whence Umbr. fe. (von Planta, no. 293. 2)= Lat. /il<ius>. Note the 
degradation of bdndhu-s in the Sanskrit compound 'brahmabandhiu-s' Priester- 

geselle' (in a contemptuous sense), as in bandhula-s 'bastard' (v. on v660o, 
AJP. 25, 380). 

a The sept of Lith. geinis (see Walde, s. v.) is also available for comparison. 
In that case fiaoS is abnormal (?) for *8tAXo, but cf. /lior: Lat. vivo. 
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' passend', i. e. 'aptiim, iustum', definitions which suit the 
German and Celtic adjectives, while for )lxos the sense of ' con- 
iunctus' (cf. Skr. bdndhu-s ' amicus') is appropriate.1 

3. The root bhiey- 'binden', extended by dh, appears further in 
Goth. baidjan: OBul. bediti' costringere' (i. e. 'to draw tight with 
cords ', see Fay, op. cit., 179 and, for the kinship of Goth. baidjan 
with Skr. badhz-ale cf. Solmrsen, KZ., 37, 24 fn.). Similarly 
Germ. binden means 'to constrain'. I also derive Ir. cobeden co- 
bodlas 'coniunctio; manus' (cf. Fick, I4, p. 491) from the root 
bhk(y)-dh- 'iungere' (aliter Thurneysen, Gram., p. 457, where 
coboddls is the form cited), and likewise buden 'manus' (start- 
form bodind, Fick-Stokes, p. 176), cf. Lat. fib ra ' nervus ',fab-er 
'joiner'. In Skr. bht-s 'angst, anxietas' (cf. anxius: angit 
'schniirt') the sense of 'metus' has developed, cf. bhdyate 
' metuit': Lith. bai-dy-ti 'to scare' [?: the root sker- 'caedere'], 
wherein -dy- is to be identified with the determinative syllables 
in Ev-O-o (?: Oeto; cf. TAPA. 41, 29, fn.) and Lat. au-di-o, 
con-di-o (pace nonnullorum dixerim). 

4. To be sure, we may more easily explain Skr. bhdyale 
'metuit' from the sense 'to strike'2 as found in OBulg. biti 
'schlagen', though it is not impossible, as I must add for 
semantic completeness, that the sense 'schlagen' has developed 
secondarily, after, if not from, ' binden'. Thus biti 'whip', and 
other Slavic words meaning 'whip, rod, stake' might first have 
had the sense of 'withy, lash' whence, in the verb, ['to bind, 
lash,] beat', as in the Horatian plectuntur Achivi. But on the 
other hand, in locutions like "einen in fesseln schlagen "," schafe 
auf die weide schlagen ", the connotation of 'binding, lashing' is 
found, and in the rope-maker's phrase "tau, reef schlagen" 
schlaten means 'to twine together'. Still I conclude that, in our 
root bhiy-, 'schlagen' was the more original meaning (see ??7, I ), 
though 'binden' was doubtless also proethnic. 

1 In the following excerpt from Hesiod (Fr. T57, 3-4), avv r.e 7r6dac Xecipd re 
dEet yiuaaav re voov re/deatoCf afpadarotlL, ft7tei dE E [-=rbv irt6vra] faA)iaKO 
VrTvog, the sense of 'binds' may be read into ft?eZi. This does not hurt the 
interpretation (cf. Tom Moore's " Ere slumber's chain hath bound me" with 
Aen. 2, 253), but is not warranted, of course, by word-history. 

The differentiation of strikes, beats, cuts, splits (all = chops) is unoriginal 
(see Fay, Cl. Quart. I. I8, Mod. Lang. Notes 22, 38 fn., TAPA, 37, 8-9; and 
below, ?7 fn. 2). 
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ii Eng. ben: Germ. binse. 

5. The bent or bent-grass is " a coarse grass which creeps and 
roots rapidly through the soil by its wiry and jointed stems". 
The West Germanic startform is binut, which I further derive 
from *bhi-nodu-s quasi ' bind-weed', from bhi-: bhiy- 'binden '+ 
nodu-s: ne-d- as reflected in OIr. nenaid and Eng. nettle. In 
Grimm's lexicon, s. v. binse, a sort of regret is expressed that 
binse cannot be reconciled with binden as Lat. iuncus' is (there) 
derived from iungit.-On Germ. bi-nezzon, see below (iv). 

iii German bast: binden. 

6. The cognation of these words lies deep seated in the 
German folk-consciousness, though we can no longer derive the 
noun from the verb as Grimm did, but I think I have a solution 
that will preserve the cognation at the expense of the derivation. 
I am going to suppose that the notandum in bast does not 
describe what bast is used for, but how it was obtained. For the 

technique employed nowadays in the production of the linden 
bast of commerce it is enough to refer to the German encyclo- 
paedias, but I have been able to make minute inquiries of an 
artisan friend of mine who worked in his boyhood in the bast 

industry on the Russo-German frontier. The present process- 
with tools, it must be remembered, of a far different detailed 

shape and total potency to neolithic tools-does not suggest the 

etymology I have to present, but my informant told me of an 

Englishman who came to his village and unsuccessfully attempted 
to expedite the preparation of bast by a method of 'beating' the 
outer bark away from it. Preparation by beating is demon- 

strably the method-or at least a method-of obtaining bast 
followed not long ago by neolithic savages in the South Seas 
and in America.' And, in the native district of my friend, to get 

In iinrus I find a tautological compound; iu-: Skr. yadti 'binds'+ ne: 
Lat. necessitas quae vincit' (see Fay, TAPA. 37, II sq.), Goth. nehw 'iuxta' 

(cf. Span. junto * prope'), OIr. ec-ess * poeta' (cf. for the meaning Perso-Skr. 
bandin- and Gr. paP-9(d6c), dc-en ' necessitas'. Folk-Latin iutncus has u from 

ianxi, iznctus. At least as long as a root yoi-n- 'nectere' is not otherwise 

proved I shall remain skeptical about the startform yoini-(co) inferred from 

iuncus and modern Irish aoin, especially in view of the proximity of the 

Anglo-French " root " joi(g)n 'iungere' (cf. TAPA. 41, 50). 
2 " Another kind of textile ... is the result of beating out the bast or inner 

bark of certain trees. In Mexico, all over Central America, in the South 
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the bast of other trees than the linden, e. g. the willow, beating 
was the method employed. Not only bast, but flax has been 
found in the Swiss pile dwellings and doubtless the neolithic man 
reduced his flax to filaments by a process of beating similar to 
the present process. 

7. I would accordingly derive Pre-Germ, ba-s-tu-s (on -s-lu-, 
see Brugmann, Gr'. II. I, ? 334) either from *bha-s-tu-s or 
*bho-s-tu-s = 'quod caedendo paratur': bhc(y)-' extant in 
OBulg. bi't 'caedere' (=schlagen)' and, as we have seen 
above, in qi-Xvpa ' bast, linden'. 

8. But how do we establish relation between bha-s-tu-s 
'caesum' and the root of binden, viz: bhe-n(e)dh- 'vincire'? I 
regard bhe- as nominal, quasi 'bast', while -n(e)dh- is the well 
known root meaning' binden'; the complex =' bast-bindet', cf. 
examples like Germ. platzgreift, Eng. par[t]takes. 

9. This analysis of the "root" bhen(e)dh-, though new in 
detail, has been presented by me in substance before in an 
extended, however summary, analysis of the Indo-Iranian nasal 
verb-flexion (AJP., 25, 369-389; 26, 172-203, 377-408). This 

American states . . . throughout equatorial Africa, in Oceanica . . . culminat- 
ing in Hawaii, is to be seen a lacelike fabric with fibres intertwining like 
paper or felt, or in coarser fashion" (Mason, Woman's Share in Primitive 
Culture, p. 54). [Apropos of' fabric' and ' fibres', as here used, see ? 3]. 

1 There is no reason why Lat. fascia ' band, bundle' (cf. Brugmann, I. c., p. 
478) and even diaKwol 'scrip, purse ' do not also belong to this root, as well 
as Lat. fiscus,fiscina, fiscella, names of baskets made of rushes or twigs (the 
bast of willow twigs ?), cf Germ. Binsenkorb, and on binse, above). 

2 I must here recur to a point I have made in other connections (e. g. 
TAPA, 37, 9), viz.: that the further back we go in prehistory the less differ- 
entiated are the handicraft words, that ' caedit' (= beats-cuts-splits) retains 
in its lack of differentiation the habitude of whatever word was used by our 
neo-, or shall I say palaeo-, lithic ancestors to describe the activities of his stone 
tool of the coup-de-poinr variety. Even now, when I 'chop' kindling with 
an ax, I 'split' or ' cut', ' strike' and 'break', all with the same tool, much 
what the primitive man did with the almond-shaped stone he wielded with 
his fist. Certainly one of his most important 'splittings' was addressed to 
the nucleus from which he would 'strike' or' break' or even gently 'press' 
or 'rub' off a flint splinter. Tolerable evidence for ' rubs': 'splits' may be 
extracted from Germ. reibt ' rubs' [root, in a weak stage, w)ri.bh-]: Eng. rives 
: Lat. ripa; root, in a weak stage, ri-p-]. The phonic elements of w)ribh. 

are also found in sc-rib it 'writes': aKa-pT7-derat 'scratches' (an outline), 
wherein we have a blend of the root rtbh- with sker- ' caedere'. With w)ri-bh- 
cf. Eng. writes [root, writ-d]. 
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study in tautological composition has been treated with the 
coldness of neglect, but a scholar as considerate as he is justly 
eminent was good enough to write me that he did not like " die 
Richtung ". For myself, I do not like the tendency either, but 
neither do I dislike it. Nor is this a priggish pretence to set 
myself above liking and unliking. Personally I find the -ne- 
infix the:ry as now current altogether unreasonable, so unreason- 
able that I distinctly do not like it, and so I have offered a 
theory that does not offend my own reason' which, however it 
may be at fault, must be my ultimate rudder. The present 
analysis of bhen(e)dh- as 'bast-binden' is easier of acceptance, I 
realize, than the former analysis, which virtually defined by 
'schlagen-binden'. But, alienating as 'schlagen-binden' may 
look at first sight, we virtually have it condensed in Eng. 'to 
rivet', if not in 'to clinch' (see other evidence in AJP. 26, p. 
177, L; TAPA. 41, 35). 

iv Germ. binezzon ' inretire'; beide. 

o1. The analysis of bhen(e)dh- as 'bast-binden' is, mut. mut., 
valid also for bi-nezzon, with bi- as in qI-Xvpa and fi-scus (?? 2, 7, 
fn., cf. also binse, 5), and -nezzon to the root ne-d(h)- 'binden'. 
This analysis of bi-nezzon allows us to conceive of the possible 
origin of the preverb bhZ- as found in the Latin tautological 
compound ambi (cf. Schulze, lat. Eigenn. 542, fn. 3) and its kin. 
I have sought before now the origin of the preverbs in tauto- 
logical compounds, of Lat. de-, e. g. (Cl. Qt. I. 26), and Germ. 

'In an essay not yet published I have called attention to the Chinese tau- 

tological compounds (see Steinthal-Misteli's Abr. d. Sprachwiss. II. I59 sq., 
especially 163). Similar compounds from Hungarian are cited by Wood 

(Mod. Phil. 9, i69) as follows: " nial-fal' lick-devour', ken-fen 'smear-daub', 
csusz-masz 'creep-crawl', etc." Wood's copious lists of colloquial Germanic 
"iteratives" and blends form a welcome addition to our available store of 

examples. He anticipated in Pub. MLA. 14, 335 my derivation (Cl. Rev. 

20, 254) of dap-d(5arre from (dpE)Et + (d&rret. 
3 As to the general question of method in semantics, the following words, 

though spoken in a different context, are instructive: "Malgre l'absence de 

moyens d'investigation, ce sont des prohlemes qui, A quelque facile positivisme 
qu'on se resolve, reviennent se poser a l'esprit, mais restent malheureusement 
sans solution" (Brunot, Hist. d. 1. langue Francaise, I, p. 52.). To which I 

(banally) add that the tentative solution of today may prove, or lead the way 
to, the accepted solution of the future. 
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zer- (TAPA. 37. 8).1 In Germ. bei-de 'both' we may also have a 
derivative of bhe(y)- in the sense of'iungere', cf. ,vyov 'pair'. 
The root yu- 'iungere' (cf. Skr. ydti) may be found in the 2d 
pers. dual and plural pronouns, e. g. Skr. yu-v-am, yu-y-dm 
though, on the face of it, we should then expect in Greek 
*'V-1AL.r not vte -. The derivation of 'you' from 'companions' 
(cf. the Skr. noun stem yg- ' comes', in the smaller Petersburg 
lexicon) is most plausible. Has *bhi- 'comes' found a lodgment 
in Skr. bi-bhyam: Lat. tibi? The case suffix -bhi-, especially 
in the Sanskrit instr. plural in -bhis, might also be interpreted 
etymologically by 'in conjunction with'. 

[ro a. To make clear my meaning, I suppose the bh- cases 
to have derived from various proethnic locutions in which a 
heteroclitic root-noun from bhe(y)- -e. g. bhi- (m. or f.; n.), 
bhyo- (in., n.), bhaxy- (in Lat. libei), bho- (in Lat. bus)-in perhaps 
more cases than one (e. g. Skr. -bhyas may be a nom. sg., gen.- 
ablv. sg., or nom. plur.), formed phrases with other nouns. The 
meaning of this heteroclitic noun was something like 'coniunctio' 
>'auxilium'. Thus Skr. dev.-bhis (instr. plur.) means 'dei aux- 
ilium <sunt>', and ti-bhyam =' tu auxilium '. It is well known 
that in Sanskrit the bh endings function, in regard of euphony, 
as independent words. We may illustrate by Osmanli xodla ile 
'Meister mit' <'Meister Begleitung'. Here ile remains half 
independent-in its euphony, to-wit-but has halfway become 
a mere case ending (see Finck, Haupttypen d. Sprachbaus, 
8I sq.).-The original instrumental connotation of *tu *bhyom 
may have furnished the source for the so-called dative of agent.] 

v Sanskrit bhil-tis 'mat; wall'. 
ii. We have cast our eyes far back to the neolithic period of 

our race and have recognized there on the evidence of pi-Xvpa, 
pre-Germ. *bastus: OBulg. bit' caedere' a root bhey-, descrip- 
tive of the activities of a coup-de-poing and with a range of mean- 
ing from 'ferire' to 'scindere'. This root as a nominal stem 

1 cheerfully resign the particular example there chosen, viz: zerreissen as a 
blend of zerren and reissen, and I did not gainsay the relation of zer- to Lat. 
dis-. The evidence for blended words, however, is too strong to gainsay 
because of the rareness of blending in the vocabulary of the Stern children 
(pace Thumb, IF. Anz. 27, 4). What with the curious precision, iteration, 
literalness of children on the one hand, and their small vocabulary on the 
other, why suppose that they must fall victims to the blending aphasia ? 
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had the sense of 'bast', and the nominal sense so acted upon the 
verbal as to give to bhe(y)- a derived sense of 'binden'. Can 
we doubt that Skr. bhit-tis 'mat or wall of split reeds' is ulti- 

mately of the same provenience? True, for bhit-tis we find it 
convenient to talk of a root bheyd- 'findere', and to conceive of 
it as bhe(y)- + a determinative -d-, but the semantic relation of 
bhit-iis: bheyd- can scarcely be different from the relation of 

ti-Xvpa and ba-st to bhe(y)- 'caedere'. And could we prove 
bhit-tis to be of Indian provenience, we should still have to admit 
that the nominal sense of bhit-tis is reflected in bhin-n6s 'con- 

iunctus', vyatibhinnas "unzertrennlich verbunden mit". But 
where full word history fails us-as it often perplexingly will- 
there is no such thing as dating or localizing a semantic process,1 
and if bhinnas ' coniunctus' originated late in the separate life of 

1I am not sure that I understand the bearing of Kluge's remarks, s. v. 
nahen, to-wit: die sippe ist wohl durch vorhistorische entlehnung von einem 
volke zum andern gewandert so dass nahen kein echt germ. wort ware. If 
this remark seeks to palliate the semantic difference between ndhen 'suere' 
and veei ' spins' I do not realize any advantage in assuming a temporary for- 
eign sojourn for members of this word sept. To begin with, the veet sept does 
not restrictedly signify 'spins' as 7rirTrovc reE ViCat (Soph.) and artiova v'aeSt 

(Aristophanes) show, but also goes further in describing the process of cloth 
making (cf. Meringer in Wch. K1. Phil. 19IO, 595, who furnishes a convenient 
formula for-I presume he does not fancy himself the first to have taken note 
of-the fact that a word may become allocated to describing a single or a 
further step in a complicated process). In Skr. snayati the generalized sense 
of 'wraps, vestit' has advanced far beyond either 'sews' or 'spins' or 
'weaves'. The original sense, even, as I have elsewhere noted, might have 
been ' sews' (from 'pricks', cf. AJP. 25, 376; for the stick-stitch-bind develop- 
ment also cf. b6pfdo ' stick, switch (i. e. withe), rivet', parlk ' switch': pd7reL 

'stitches', Lith. verp-ti ' nre'). Because of the vevpov-nervus group, I start 
with the noun sense ' sinew' and in conformity with my motto of " cherchez 
le denominatif" (TAPA, 37, 8) I assume' to sinew' as the earliest verb sense. 
From work done with sinews developed in one direction the sense 'to baste' 
(= sew, i. e. use a bast-thread; cf. contrariwise ' to tack, prick, stitch' wherein 
the activity of the needle is indicated), and in a second the sense 'to spin' 
(cf. Fr.filer, denom. to Lat. filum ' thread'), and in still another 'to plait' 
(cf. OIr. sniim ' flecto').-Though even if we start with 'spins' there is no 
reason to challenge the development to 'sews', for one has but to assume as 
an intermediary a process vaguely like modern 'darning', which is weaving 
with a needle, or 'knitting'. Should this seem a retrograde development one 
has but to recall the recent discussion (see Zupitza in Wch. Kl. Phil. I9IO, 
37-39) of how folk Latin pi(n)sare = 'to thresh' (cf. Plautine flagro pinsare = 
'to flog with a whip or rod') is related to pinsere = " to pound in a mortar"- 
a combination of sense attested also by rpileiv and terere. 
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Sanskrit, whether under the influence of bhitiis 'mat' or of sam- 
bhinnas-wherein the sense of conjunction is to be charged to 
sam- 'cum'-yet the nominal stem bhey- 'bast'is not unlikely 
to have affected the "root " bhey- 'caedere' at ever so remote a 
period, so that for us bhey- has the two senses of' caedere' and 
'vincire' (i. e. 'suere '). 

vi Latinfenestra. 
12. I formerly suggested the derivation of fenestra from 

bhenedh-/ra 'hole, slot' (AJP. 26, I82), but if there was any 
Greek *cav,arr7pa quasi 'lighter, revealer', I should far prefer a 
historic to a prehistoric startform. Brugmann's startform *bhe- 
nestra (Gr2. II. I, ? 255) is complicated, i. e. an -es-stem extended 
by a -/ro-stem. I recur to the startform bhenedhtrd and, as there 
is no evidence for the definition 'hole, slot', I define, in con- 
formity with the "root" bhen(e)dh- 'bastbinden' (?9), by 
something like 'shutter', cf. Lat.fenestra clatrata, clathri 'lattice, 
grate'. In the English poets lattice and, to a less extent, grate 
distinctly connote 'window ', while wicket conversely connotes a 
'lattice' or 'grating'.2 In Latin, claustra sometimes naturally 
implies 'porta' or ' fores' or 'operculum', e. g. in Mart. IO, 28, 8, 
ferrea perpetua claustra tuere sera, Aen. 2, 259, pinea furtim 
laxat claustra Sinon. In the glosses claustra is defined by 
' portae' aut 'ser[r]aturae'. In Plautus it is the latticed window 
that is chiefly in evidence, cf. As. 132, concludere in festram 
firmiter, interpreted in the light of the festra clatrata of Mi. 379, 
and of the iuncta fenestra which barred out intrusive lovers 
(Horace, C. I. 25; cf. Ov. Am. I. 6. 17, where inmitia claustra 
relaxa applies to the door).3 Allusion to double shutters is clear 
in Ov. Am. I. 5. 3, pars adaperta fuit, pars altera clausa fenestrae. 

13. If we accept Brugmann's startform, to say nothing more 
of the complicated suffixation,4 we have in fenestra a quite 

1Among the Cretan finds of the last few years the representations of 
windows distinctly suggest gratings or lattices (see Encyc. Brit. I, pl. IV, i.). 

2I rather think wicket originally meant something like 'lattice', and is 
perhaps to be connected with wicker. A lumberman's wicket is a shelter 
made of boughs of trees. 

3 In the next verse ia-nua is the 'entry', not the 'door'. 
4 The suffixation of ayKtarpov also looks complicated. Assuming that the 

barbed fish-hook replaced a barbed fish-spear-and ayK- certainly contributes 
the note of' barb'-, (-K)ITWrpov: Lat. caedit ' strikes' may furnish the apparent 
suffix, cf. Eng. striker 'harpoon'. In the locution 'to strike a fish' strike 
means ' to get on the hook by a sort of jerk'. 
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isolated survival of the (secondary) root bhen- ' avet' whereas 
bhenedh-trd 'lattice' belongs with offendix (root bhendh-) 'band '. 

I4. For the fact of windows in a quite early type of house I 
refer to the hut-urn with a large window pictured in Mannus, II, 
24. Either postes or a vestibulum are indicated also on these 
urns. 

15. With the words for ' door', also, there is question whether 
the notandum is 'opening' or 'shutter'. Hesychius defines Ovpi& 
(allocated to 'window') by ov7r MAKpa (of the 'hole'), but adds, 
Bvpitas 'ATrr&KoS TO TcoV ypa.a.TeLaEL)Ov TvXaS (Kal &SLvpov XeyovuoT, ov 

rp'Ovpov, aXXAt rplnrvXov). As to Bvpa, Lat.fores (stem dhwor-o-), I 
doubt not that the original sense was 'shutter', as it was for the 
other stem wero- in Umbr. veris-co 'apud portas'" (cf. n. plur. 
veru: OBulg. vra-ta-, unless we divide vrat-a [: Lat. vertit= 
valvae: volvit-which is not to separate wert- ' vertere ' from wer- 
'tegere, defendere ', but to suggest that the sense 'vertere' had 
its origin in the turning of a *wer-to-m on its cardo]).2 

vii English bee 'biene'; Lat. apis. 
I6. With the root bhiy- in its secondary sense of 'binden' I 

would also connect our word bee, the 'carpenter[bee]' to wit, 
in his function of builder or 'joiner', cf. also Lat. apis ' bee': 
apere ' iungere, vincire '. 

viii Umbr. kom-bifia-' nuntiare, mandare ',pf.-stem -bifia-ns'-; 
Lat. iubeo, vincio. 

I7. In this Umbrian compound we have the root bheydh- (i. e. 

bhiy- + dh-) found also in nrrde (cf. AJP. 26, I8o) and in fib-ra 

1 Plural, like fores. Perhaps d- for dh- in Skr. dvdr- is due, not to deaspir- 
ation in cases with -bhyas, etc., but to the influence of dvd- 'duo'. 

2 I will here add that proethnic dhworo- for which no etymology has been 
traced may be a complex in which the sound-picture of woro- has overlaid the 

sound-picture of *dhoro-: 0Bpa 'cuirass' (covering for the breast); Skr. 
dharikd ' columna' (postis). The question arises whether *dhoro- did not first 
describe the column of a door-way (cf. for the fact the hut-urn referred to in 

? 14 with its indicated'portico'). [In Mexican cities thel ortales are porticoes 
in front of the shops, often located about the large public squares, and serv- 

ing as booths for small merchandise. In many cases to go to the portales is to 

go to the public square. Was forum a collective designation in Italian towns 
for a mercantile colonnade similarly situated on one or more sides of a public 
square, like the tabernac veteres at Rome, say?]-But the root of (supplanted) 
*dhoro- ' shutter' is perhaps found in provincial English dern/darn 'to hide, 
to stop up a hole'. 
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(?3). For the sense of 'nuntiare'" cf. Lat. indicit 'declares, 
proclaims, orders', where the meaning may have developed in a 
reverse order; and for 'mandare ' Lat. iniungit' enjoins, orders': 
iubet, which can hardly fail to contain in iu- a cognate of the 
root yu- in Skr. ydzti 'joins' (cf. Skr. yunj- defined in the 

simplex by "befehlen, auftragen, iniungere", and so obsolete 

Eng. joins), and in -beo a cognate of dhe- 'facere'. See TAPA. 
41, 41 for a further development of this semantic problem. 

i8. But my real objective now is the complicated perfect stem, 
wherein -ns'- [from -nk(i)-?] has been added to the present stem. 
Danielsson (accessible to me only as cited by von Planta II, 
p. 352) adduced by way of explanation the parallelism of Lat. 
vi- (in vieo 'flecto'): vinki- (in vincio ' I bind'). In the forma- 
tion of vincio I have an interest of long standing. Almost 
twenty years ago I derived vinxi from vi-n(e)x-i (AJP. 13, 481), 
taking vi- as a preposition = Skr. vi' apart'; and later (TAPA. 
37, 15) I found in vincio a tautological compound of vieo and 
neclo.' Now if in vi-nci-o ' I bind ' -nci- is a tautological element 
there is a fair chance of finding the same element in the -ns'- of 
the perfect stem -bifia-ns'-,3 if -bif- also meant 'binden'. At any 
rate the analogy of vincio then had a ground. That the tau- 
tology is extant only in the perfect is curious, as though, to 
produce the note of intensification, a semantic reduplication,4 so 
to speak, had replaced the moribund syllable reduplication. 

19. Besides kom-bzfians'- there is one instance of dis-leralins'- 
'diremerit, invitum fecerit' (vi, a 7), of untoward circumstances 
which vitiate an (ob)servatio avium. As kombifians'- occurs also 
in a servatio (vi b, 48 sq.) it is by no means impossible that in a 
liturgical formula-as witness the 2d plur. impv. mid. Skr. 
vdrayadhvdt which represents -dhvam contaminated by adjacent 
-tat forms (cf. Whitney, Gr2., ?57I, d)-there was irradiation 
from the one -ns'- perfect to the other. Perhaps disleralins'ust 

1 This sense of 'nuntiare' suggests an attempt to explain Gothic bandwjan 
'to make signs'-with a flag, rag, bandeau, banner, to-wit: cf. Med. Lat. 
(Longobard) bandum 'vexillum'. Gothic bandwo 'Zeichen' has been more 
generalized-but is not to be connected with ativo. 

2 For the root nek- 'vincire' I refer to ? 5 fn. above, and to AJP. 31, 418; 
TAPA. 41, 3I. Add Skr. dksu- ' net' (a <n). 

3Perhaps to be divided -bif-an's-, with -an's-: Lith. dnka 'knot, loop, 
noose', Gr. cKV-dyyK9 ' dog-leash' (: -enek-, see TAPA. 37, 9). 

4I prefer to analyze kom-bifia-ns'ust ' nuntiaverit' as reflecting something 
like ' con-iussa- nexuerit'. 
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was the earlier of the two forms. At any rate it is susceptible to 
a rather obvious analysis, viz.: as de-lira-liquerit in the sense 
of <servator avium> deliraverit. Then, as von Planta has 
already observed (Gram. II, p. 350, fn. 2), -lins'- represents a 
Latin *linx(it), likefinxit, pinxit, strinxit. 

20. The only other Umbrian perfect in -ns'- is found in the 
stem purdins'- 'porrexit', for the formation of which I see no 
way to plead irradiation. I suspect that in -dins'- we must 
recognize another sigmatic perfect to a stem -dink-, cognate with 
Lat. (in-)dico, and with a8lcKvvML (-dink-: 8FsKVvLL = Lat. iungit: 
EvyvvVru/). 

ix Germ. beil and Lat.findit. 
20. The accepted derivation of OHG. bhzal from *bhz-tlo- 

'schlager' seems to me not more probable than its analysis 
as bhz- (bhay-) + a cognate of the posterius in 8;-KEXXa 'two- 

(pronged-) mattock'. With 'strike-mattock' cf. Ger. beut-heie 
"stosz-hammer ".-What reason based on a sound principle for 
rejecting the analysis of Lat.findo: Skr. bhinddmi as bhi- quasi 
'strike'+ -nard-' secare' (tautological,see ? 9, fn.) in OIr. snaidim 
'seco ', Welsh naddu 'asciare, dolare' ? That this Celtic " root " 
snad- is cognate with s)ne- in Germ. ndhen and nadel, I further 
believe, nor is there any reason to question this cognation if, as 
suggested above (? Ii, fn.), the root sne- had a primitive sense 
'to prick' which gradually gave way to the specialized senses of 
'to sew, darn(?), weave, wrap' (Skr. sndyati)-whence 'to cover, 
protect' (in Olr. snddim ' protego'). 

21. I would here add a general remark on the relation of 

meaning in English split and splice. The process of splicing has 
two chief moments, first to split or unravel two rope ends and 
second to plait or intertwine those split ends together, but to the 
word chosen to designate the entire process only split makes a 
linguistic (phonetic) contribution. Similarly in Lat. immolare 
the ' meal-besprinkling' (quasi ' mealing') has come to designate 
the general act of 'sacrificing' [cf. also Skr. badhnati "fesseln 
(bes. ein opfertier), darbringen, schlachten "; further illustrations 
ill yovvaCou.a and supplico, and in dnro7rar,].' Now there was one 
neolithic process in which 'splitting' was the first act in a process 
of 'binding', the very important process of securing a tool or 

1 Extension of meaning to cover a further stage in an act involving several 
steps might be designated as ' sequel' or ' serial' meaning. 
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weapon to its handle. Here the handle must be 'split' or 
' grooved' or ' notched' for the insertion of the implement which 
was then <gummed and> 'tied' securely with cords, sinews or 
the like. In extensions of the root bhey- 'schlagen' we find the 
virtual sense of 'splicing' (as in Skr. bhift-ts; see ? II), as well 
as of'splitting' (as in Lat.findit). Who is to show us that Lat. 
fid-es (plur.) 'strings' means rather 'splitters' (= something 
split off) than 'binders' ? Cf. also 7re;tra 'rope', which is as likely 
to come from *7raE ,-pa 'split, thong, lash' as from *nrevOa,a 'band, 
binder'. 

x Skr. bhiqdj-. 
22. In the analysis as bhiq-dj- 'demon-driving' (cf. RV. o0, 

97, 6 where a leech is called "fiend-slayer, chaser of disease") 
or 'angst-treibend' (AJP. 26, 399) I have come as near the 
truth as the Indo-Iranian usage of this word will ever warrant, I 
believe. The analysis as bhi-saj- 'splint-binding' (cf. RV. 9, 
II2, I; 10, 39, 3, where the leech looks after wounds and broken 
bones; also, for the cure of wounds, cf. 8, 22, Io; 8, 6i, 17; 
8, 68, 2) is also possible, with bhi- as in thefindit- sept and saj- = 
the Sanskrit root meaning 'heften': Lith. seg-i ' heften'. Here 
there is a difficulty, for we must apparently write the posterius 
for the Indo-Iranian group as -seg, while seg-ti has either g or 
gw. Still the alternation of palatal and pure guttural lacks not 
for parallels. 

23. If this provisional explanation of bhi-qdj- should haply be 
true, it may be confirmed by the testimony of caKeoUal. Chrono- 
logically a,K;o,Ua seems first to mean 'curo, medeor' and second 
'sarcio'. I would reverse this arrangement and start with quasi 
sarcio, cf. E 401, O(dp LaKa 7ra,-rov \I KcEaaT r= applying salves he 
bound-up <the wound>, u 523, rTd Kaprepov AxKOS aKvcratr = hoc 
grave vulnus liga. For the development of the sense of' heals' 
from 'binds up' observe how, in our authorized version, "to 
bind up the broken-hearted " (Isaiah 6i. I) has become in Luke 
4. 8 " to heal the broken-hearted ". The root of Kdicopa, is the 
root of acus 'needle', but the sense has derived from 'pricks' 
(see ? Ix, fn. I). 

24. We can hardly refuse to admit that the binding up of 
broken bones was within the skill of the prehistoric medical 
man and as he could neatly trepan the skull, his skill to stitch 
wounds with sinews may well be taken for granted. 
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25. The paragraphs on Skr. bhiqdj- and Gr. dK;oIaiL were lying 
complete on my desk more than a month before the issue of 
Brugmann's discussion of these words in IF. 28, 285 seq. In 
view of that discussion it becomes necessary to make some addi- 
tions to my previous brief statements. That in bhi-qdj- bhi- 
means 'bast'" and is not the preposition abhi with apocope 
is perhaps proved by bheqajd- 'medicamentum', for neither 
secondary gradation nor an old alternation of the preverb bhi- 
with bhaxy- seems to me at all plausible. In Avestan, only the 
diphthongal forms are of record. If we write bhaxy-sa-grd- 
'bast-binding' as a startform (bhaxy-: the root bhey- :: Skr. re- 
[in revant-]: rdi- 'res) the further reduction in bhi-sdxg- is 
entirely normal for noun-stems. Brugmann has rejected the 
ascription of the posterius in bhi-sdj- to the word-sept to which 
Lith. segi2 I segiu 'ich hefte, schnalle' belongs, and has con- 
nected it with Lat. sdga 'seer, witch', which is very attractive at 
first glance. But the root sdg- is, in my opinion a compound 
root, from s(w)- 'co-' (see TAPA. 41, 3I) + ag ' agere' (cf. Lokr. 
ady), and meant 'cogere; cogitare ', senses which account not 
only for ayouAatz and Germ. suchen, but for such special nuances 
as sagax 'nasutus' (of a hunting dog), cf. 7yfe.Wv 

' dux', i. e. 
'co-actor'; thus praesagire =' prae-cogitare'. Or does saga 
mean 'quae defigit', v. Ovid, Am. 3, 7, 29, ap. Jevons, 1. c., 
p. II5. 

26. Is Brugmann's phonetic objection to the association of 
-saj- with Lith. segui conclusive? It arises from the conflict 
between the g of Lithuanian and the z of Av. baeiaza-, and he 
disposes of the testimony of the k of bhiqdk (nom.) bhifdkti 
(3d sg.) by calling the k secondary. But suppose the z of 
Avestan is secondary ? And why should it not be ? I need not 
discuss afresh the question of the derivation of palatals from 
(pure) gutturals in the proethnic speech, for the principles have 
already been laid down correctly by J. Schmidt in KZ. 25, 
123 sq., and rediscovered about twenty years later by Hirt (BB. 
24, 288), viz.: that what we will call the plain guttural series 
k, g., etc., suffered a change in a palatal environment2 to what 

1 On the island of Cyprus ftL6wo (v. ? 2) and fbtlortK6C are used to describe 
the 'binding' of exorcism (Jevons, Anthrop. and the classics, p. I 6). 

2 This is, in substance, the view of J. Schmidt, but Hirt, who cannot bring 
himself away from the idea that, as ealternates with o, the o is derived from 
the /(see also his Gr. Gram., ? 92 Anm.), thinks that kyo is involved in kye 
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may be best designated graphically by ky, gy, etc. Then in one 
and the same paradigm or word-sept there was alternation of g 
with gy, with a tendency toward a final victory of only one of the 
alternatives. Let us apply these theoretical considerations to 
our word-sept. In Lithuanian we have the alternation between 
segzi (o/e verb) and segii (yo/e verb); in Sanskrit, we have 
bheaaj-d-s, but also bhecaj-ya-s, bhi.6dkti, but also bhiIaj-ydti; cf. 
also, with intransitive value, sdjati 'haftet' (ptc. saktd-s 'attached 
to'); in Avestan, as it would appear from Bartholomae's lexicon, 
baesaz(a)- and baisazy(a)- are almost equally common, whether 
in verb or noun form. Proethnically there must have been an 
alternative of g with g'y in kindred forms of this sept, and even 
in the same noun paradigm conflict between -go- and -gye- in the 
flexion. In Avestan this conflict was resolved in favor of gye (g'e), 
but in Lithuanian and Sanskrit in favor of -go-.1 If not, why 
not? Did not Greek resolve the conflict between Xerwo and 
*XeLrtr2r in favor of the former, and Latin the conflict between 
ecus secuntur and equi (plur.) sequitur in favor of the latter ? So 
far as Sanskrit is concerned, gY (g') is attested, to the best of my 
knowledge, only when It stands as the product of gt > kt, which 
may be interpreted to mean that kt yielded kyt (or ki) proeth- 
nically in this series. These facts may be represented as follows, 
with modifications of J. Schmidt's table (op. cit., p. 123): 

Proethnic. Sanskrit. 

IIa) K y f <y't> k,c <(g)j> fst4 
b) s nt ay e t t> 9 j (g)t st 

it is not anymore than ecos is involved in equi. Hirt's most certain result lies 
in the correlation of the suffix -qo- (i. e. ko) with ko- (i. e. kvo), as in Skr. 
lopd-fds/lopa-ka-s fox' (v. p. 288), which can be due to no other cause than 
a levelling as between kye and ko, no matter which was the prior conso- 
nantism. 

On the general question of the divergent treatment of "'" in Sanskrit 
and Avestan see Leonard Bloomfield in AJP. 32, p. 52, ? 21. 

2 See a recent discussion of the conflict of K and rr forms of the interrogative 
in early Ionic in AJP. 32, 74 sq. 

a This is to regard the st of bhrdstra- ' roasting-pan' as the genuine phonetic 
continuant of gt; cf. the pure guttural in OPruss. -birgo 'cook'. 

4 Where kt appears it is due to the mediation of the j (g) forms common 
to the velar and pure guttural series. 
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Avestan. Old Bulgarian. 

<k, c> <g ()> ? <./> <k> <g> ? <st>x 
s z < St> s z <st> 

27. Brugmann's derivation of aKdo,ua from n+Kc,o- (:K cedao) 
used of the 'incutting' of the surgeon is semantically neither 
more nor less likely than my own definition from the surgeon's 
'stitching'. Is stitching what the word came to mean [cf. 
aKcTral, of ' menders' (of torn garments), and Aristotle used it of 
a spider mending her net], or what it originally meant? The 
Homeric usage is as follows: (i), of healing wounds E 448, nr 29, 
523; E 402 (90o) by application of salves; (2), of healing mental 
hurts A 36, I 507, N II5 (bis); y I45, K 69 (very general); (3) of 
patching up (or caulking) damaged boats e 383; (4), of quench- 
ing thirst x 2; (5), aKOS, as a general remedy for ills, I 250, and of 

sulphur as a purificatio against defilement, x 481. So far as the 
Homeric usage admits of inference, the dressing and bandaging, 
if not stitching, of the surgeon and not his cutting must be 

thought of. There is neither semantic nor morphological obstacle 
in the way of recognizing a noun-stem *a'K?--' stitch ' (lit. ' punc- 
ture, prick of a needle'), cognate with Lat. acus 'needle' (from 
'pricker'), as the source of a denominative *aKeo-yE-rTa (cf. 
aKcELodAvo). In surviving -aKOs 'remedium',' we have, for the 

sense, at least, a deverbative, like Lat. pugna. The proper 
name 'AKOI (v. Keil ap. Brugmann, op. cit., p. 289) is formed like 
Lat. opera: opus. If Homer does not specifically mention the 

stitching of wounds, the Egyptian development of medicine took 

place long before the transmission of the art to pre-Homeric 

1 Of late years Skr. dgra-m has, on account of Av. ayra- (y not z), been 

separated from the root aj- (Av. az-) 'agere'. But the definition as "das 
vorausgehende, und in diesem sinne (aber auch n u r in diesem) die spitze" 
(Grassmann, Wtbch. z. R. V.) is not unsatisfying (cf. dy6r 'leader'). This 
derivation may be maintained intact by supposing that *agro- was the proper 
phonetic form, and that it alternated with *ageti (with " g") securing, however, 
a certain semantic independence as *ageti became restricted in the Iranian 
branch rather to the sense of' drive'. Then in an apparently isolated word like 
Av. vazra- ' fustis' (: Skr. vdjra-s' fulmen') the z is due to popular (but mis- 

taken) association with vaz- 'vehere' (cf. vectis 'crow-bar, [= brechstange] 
handspike '), while Skr. vdjra-s would owe its j (not g) to vdjdyati 'calcaribus 
concitat, stimulat, instigat'. The root is also found in Lat. vegeo which need 
not for any semantic reason be separated from augeo (pace Walde s. v.), 
especially if Av. vazra- cudgel' has a secondary z. 

2 In apposition with 4ufyorov ' lint' in Aesch. Choe. 471. 
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Greece. In so conservative an art: it is something that Celsus 
(v. 26. 23) tells us of the stitching up of wounds with acia 
' thread' (see Otto's Sprichw6rter, s. v. acus for the proverbial 
use of acus et acia). 

xi Eng. bound, boundary. 
28. For Eng. bound a Celto-Latin *bodind is the probable 

startform. This is identical, as Thurneysen has suggested, with 
the startform whence comes OIr. buden 'band' (= company of 

soldiers, see ? 3). The development of sense seems to me most 

simple. Any band that formed the ' trimming, border, binding' 
of a garment, or any rope that defined the ring of a game or 
combat, constituted a 'binding, bound, boundary'. This is all 

concretely attested in the English word list 'border-stripe; 
boundary' which, as I may remark in passing, has probably 
given rise to the " excrescent " / of ,ists = Mid. Fr. lisse-as the 
"excrescent" d of bound =OFr. bonne may be due to a rein- 
forcement from Eng. bound (ptc. to binds). Generally compar- 
able is i1,dF 'band, thong, strap': Skr. szmdnta-s, simdn- 'Mark- 

ung eines Dorfes'. 

xii foLrao,. 

29. Brugmann's article referred to in paragraph 25 would 

support the gradation (a)bhi: bhei- by deriving ofoordco from 
foL + -rao. If one must find 'bhi- in. Greek I would recommend 
him to operate with the Aristophanic future qOaX?, 'incipiam', 
unless the word E0(iXrnrj 'night-mare, incubo' (with the byforms 
irdiXrt)s i-ntaXos) so clearly revealed derivation from e)pi + sal- 

(: Lat. salit 'leaps'). So Norden, ad Aen. 6, 570, connects 

'Ei,dXrrjs with scaiXXera&. Thus f),aXA (with frtaX from 7r&haX-) 
means in-siliam> in-cipiam. 

30. An etymology of (omrdao, to be satisfactory, must account 
for the picturesque or graphic quality of this word,' such moments 
as Liddell and Scott have tried to render by 'to stalk about, 
strut about, roam <rage, rave> about', cf. qorrdXkos 'furens ' 

7rapaKo7ror-in Hesychius who also glosses (poirt` by 6 KrpvE. I 
would therefore derive qTorrd,o directly from the'root bhiy-, or 
rather from a noun-stem bhoito- (? (foirr) meaning originally 

1 Reference may be made here to the preface of the Petersburg Lexicon 
wherein B6htlingk and Roth especially deprecate the number of verbs that 
the commentators had defined by a colorless 'ire' or 'venire' (I, p. vi). 
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'beater'. I think particularly of a huntsman beating the woods. 
From the notion of' beating' several contexts gain in point, e. g. 
3 I82, opvLrOe ... orrT&cI, of birds beating the air, r 449, av' us0Xov 
eot'ra O,pl EOLKOS, of Atrides, beating up <and down> his host 
like a wild beast at bay, N 760, boolra a'a 7rpopadXovs 8&CilAevos elt 7ro 

gEbvpoL, of one beating up <and down> the battle line in search 
for a particular enemy, cf. Lys. 3, 29, ii r7rv t'fUv oiKLav cot7r&v 
ela-0L 3ia, where foLrw,v, interpreted as from bhe(y)-, suggests Lat. 
' pultans'. 

31. On the general problem of the development of verbs of 
motion from the sense of'striking'see AJP. 26, 198, especially 
noting M. Eng. swappen = 'to strike; go quickly'. So Eng. 
strikes and Germ. streicht (also reflexive) developed into verbs of 
motion-I say developed because I think they are plainly in 
error who reverse this semantic development (see also on eXanvet, 

AJP. 26, I99). For omra,io of sexual activities (z 296), cf. Eng. 
striker and Germ. streichen (in Huntsman's language) of the 
rutting of animals. With the use of streichen = migrare (of birds). 
cf. 3 182, above. In the renderings above, to beat the woods, to 
beat up and down (for prey), said also of a stag at bay (cf. r 449), 
to beat wing (,0 I82) have been already implied. To these may 
be added to beat up recruits (? or is this for 'drumming' up), and 
to beat a painful way. Bearing in mind the origin of Qortao in 

the chase we may ask if Lat. ambire ='petere' (cf. ambio 
ambiunt, with i, not e) is not from am[bhi]- + bhey-. Another 

cognate of 4<oTrda would be -bito, with a by-form beto that 
exhibits dialectic e from a diphthong. Of course b- arose in a 

compound, not in the simplex. 

'beater'. I think particularly of a huntsman beating the woods. 
From the notion of' beating' several contexts gain in point, e. g. 
3 I82, opvLrOe ... orrT&cI, of birds beating the air, r 449, av' us0Xov 
eot'ra O,pl EOLKOS, of Atrides, beating up <and down> his host 
like a wild beast at bay, N 760, boolra a'a 7rpopadXovs 8&CilAevos elt 7ro 

gEbvpoL, of one beating up <and down> the battle line in search 
for a particular enemy, cf. Lys. 3, 29, ii r7rv t'fUv oiKLav cot7r&v 
ela-0L 3ia, where foLrw,v, interpreted as from bhe(y)-, suggests Lat. 
' pultans'. 

31. On the general problem of the development of verbs of 
motion from the sense of'striking'see AJP. 26, 198, especially 
noting M. Eng. swappen = 'to strike; go quickly'. So Eng. 
strikes and Germ. streicht (also reflexive) developed into verbs of 
motion-I say developed because I think they are plainly in 
error who reverse this semantic development (see also on eXanvet, 

AJP. 26, I99). For omra,io of sexual activities (z 296), cf. Eng. 
striker and Germ. streichen (in Huntsman's language) of the 
rutting of animals. With the use of streichen = migrare (of birds). 
cf. 3 182, above. In the renderings above, to beat the woods, to 
beat up and down (for prey), said also of a stag at bay (cf. r 449), 
to beat wing (,0 I82) have been already implied. To these may 
be added to beat up recruits (? or is this for 'drumming' up), and 
to beat a painful way. Bearing in mind the origin of Qortao in 

the chase we may ask if Lat. ambire ='petere' (cf. ambio 
ambiunt, with i, not e) is not from am[bhi]- + bhey-. Another 

cognate of 4<oTrda would be -bito, with a by-form beto that 
exhibits dialectic e from a diphthong. Of course b- arose in a 

compound, not in the simplex. 
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